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Roles of the Chair

In each committee at BCNMUN there will be 3 chairs.

● The first chair is actively moderating debate. If you have any question about the current 
debate, they are the chair to contact. 

● The second chair is the expert chair, who wrote the research report on the topic. For 
amendments or quesetions on the content of the topic, contact the expert chair. 

● The third chair is the one presenting their screen to the meet. If you need to take a break, 
let them know before turning off your camera. 

Some committees also have an admin. 

● If your committee has an admin, you will send them any notes that you wish to pass to 
other delegates. If not, send your notes to the third chair.  Chairs will explain the 
specifications of note passing for their committee.



Conference Procedure - Roll Call

● Roll call will be taken at the beginning of each debate session. 
● When your delegation name is called by the chair, unmute yourself, state 

“Present” or “Present and voting” and then turn off your mic. 



Conference Procedure - Opening Speeches

● Opening speeches will occur after roll call and before lobbying on the first 
day of the conference.

● All delegates will be giving opening speeches
● Opening speeches should be a quick statement of the delegation’s stance 

on one or multiple topics, and should be no longer than 60 seconds.



Conference Procedure - Lobbying

● The chairs will create three different google meets (one for each topic) for delegates to use. 
When it is time to lobby, delegates can join the meet on the topic of their choice. In each 
meeting, the expert chair will be available to answer any questions and give advice if 
necessary. 

● Within the topic google meet, smaller breakout rooms can be created if multiple resolutions 
are being drafted. To have a breakout room created, simply ask the chair in your meeting. 

● During lobbying, delegates can work on a google doc to plan out their resolutions, 
share/merge clauses, etc. This google doc can be shared via a link in the chat of the 
breakout room if desired.

● Once the resolution is finished, the finalized draft must be sent to the approval panel, who 
will look over it for errors. The approval panel will be open from 17:30 - 20:00 on the night of 
Thursday, November 25th. 



Conference Procedure - Debate Flow

● At the start of debate, the chair will announce the chosen resolution, and it 
will be presented to the google meet. 

● The main submitter will read out the operative clauses, deliver a speech in 
favor (if desired), and answer points of information (if desired).

● Then the house will move into open debate, and any delegate is free to make 
a speech in favor, against, or submit an amendment. 

○ If a delegate submits an amendment, then they can raise their placard and ask the chair if 
their amendment will be entertained once they have the floor. If the amendment is 
entertained, the delegate will read the amendment, deliver a speech in favor (if desired), and 
answer points of information (if desired).

○ Then the chair will entertain speechees in favor, against, and/or amendments to the second 
degree. Afterwards, the house votes on the amendment. Once voting finishes, the house is 
back into open debate.  



Conference Procedure - Debate Flow

● When time for the resolution is nearing an end, the house will move into 
closed debate on the resolution as a whole, where the chair will entertain 
speeches for and against the whole resolution. 

● Then, the house will move into voting procedures on the resolution as a 
whole. 



Conference Procedure - Security Council Debate Flow

● At the start of debate, the chair will project the first clause of the chosen 
resolution.  

● The main submitter will read out the clause, deliver a speech in favor (if 
desired), and answer points of information (if desired).

● Then the house will move into open debate, and any delegate is free to make 
a speech in favor, against, or submit an amendment to the clause. 

○ If a delegate submits an amendment, then they can raise their placard and ask the chair if 
their amendment will be entertained once they have the floor. If the amendment is 
entertained, the delegate will read the amendment, deliver a speech in favor (if desired), and 
answer points of information (if desired).

○ Then the chair will entertain speechees in favor, against, and/or amendments to the second 
degree. Afterwards, the house votes on the amendment. Once voting finishes, the house is 
back into open debate.  



Conference Procedure - Security Council Debate Flow

● Once the clause has been debated, the house will move into voting 
procedures on the clause.

● After voting on the clause, the chairs will move onto the next clause in the 
resolution, and debate will continue clause by clause until all operative 
clauses have been debated and voted on. 

● At this point, the chairs will ask for speeches in favor adn against the 
resolution as a whole. The committee will vote on the preambulatory 
clauses of the resolution.

● Then the house will move into voting procedures on the amendment as a 
whole.



Conference Procedure - The Security Council P5 Caucus

● Each P5 delegate should have received an invitation to a google meet titled 
“P5 Caucus” prior to the conference. 

● If a P5 nation wishes to veto a clause or amendment, the delegate should 
write a note to the expert chair. 

● To join the caucus, each P5 nation should leave the google meet and join the 
P5 caucus google meet. The expert chair will join the P5 caucus, while the 
other 2 chairs stay in the original meet. 

● Once the veto threat is resolved, the P5 members will rejoin the original 
google meet and debate will continue.  



Conference Procedure - Ammendments

● If you would like to submit an amendment, write your amendment in an 
email to the expert chair. Make sure that you have made your country and 
amendment clear so that there is no confusion when the chairs type up your 
amendment. 

● When the chair asks for any delegates to make a speech for, against, or to 
submit an amendment, raise your placard.

○ If called on, tell the chair that you have submitted an amendment, and ask if it is in order.  



Conference Procedure - Voting Procedure

● When it is time for the committee to vote, the chairs will release a poll. 
● To access the poll, go to the lower right hand corner of your google meets 

screen, and click on the icon that shows a triangle on top of a circle and a 
square. It will then bring up a sidebar with different options. Click on the poll 
option to cast your vote!

● Once all delegates have voted, the chair will announce the results, and 
debate will continue. 



Conference Procedure - Note Passing

● To pass notes to other delegates, write your note in an email to your 
committee’s admin (if your committee has one) and if not, send the email to 
the chair that is screen sharing the resolution. In your email, clearly state 
your country and the country you want to send it to. 



Conference Procedure - Yielding

● After a delegate has given a speech, they can yield the floor to another 
delegate once. There are no second degree yields at BCNMUN.

● To yield the floor, wait until the chair asks you if you yield the floor back to 
the chair. Then, respond saying that you would like to yield the floor to the 
delegate of x, and ask if it will be in order.  

● The chair will then ask the delegate in question if they accept your yield - so 
make sure to discuss it with them first!



Points and Motions

Point Definition How to Ask
POI to the speaker A question asked to the delegate who has the floor. Use the “raise hand” 

function when the chair 
asks for POI to the 
speaker

POI to the chair A question to the chair, usually referring to facts and the 
committee’s agenda

Unmute and state your 
point

Point of 
Parliamentary Inquiry

A question about the rules of procedure Unmute and state your 
point

Point of Order A question about the ruling of the chair Unmute and state your 
point



Points and Motions

Motion Definition How to Ask
Motion to move to the 
previous question

When asked in time in favor, it asks to move to time against
When in time against, it asks to move into voting procedure

Unmute and state your 
point

Motion to move into 
voting procedures

It asks to move into voting procedures Unmute and state your 
point

Motion to extend 
Points of Information 
by x 

When all POIs to a speaker have been asked and 
answered, but the delegate wants the opportunity to ask 
more POIs

Unmute and state your 
point 



Resolutions - General Guidelines

● For a resolution to be submitted  to the approval panel at BCNMUN, it will 
need three cosubmitters. Each delegation can only cosubmit two 
resolutions on the same topic. 

● A good resolution is debatable and specific, providing reasonable solutions 
to the issue debated. 



Resolutions - Submitting 

● Once a breakout room has finished working on the resolution, the main 
submitter should retitle the resolution to the correct format, and share the 
google document with the chairs through email. 

○ The format for a resolution title is “committee abbreviated name-topic #-main submitter”
○ Example: “SC-Topic2-Russia”

● The resolution will then go to the approval panel. The approval panel will be 
open on Thursday, November 25, from 17:30 - 20:00. 



Technology - Basics

● BCNMUN will be held over the Google Meet platform. All delegates will 
receive an invitation to their committee meeting prior to the start of the 
conference.

● When it is time for the conference to begin, join the google meet by clicking 
on the link provided in your invitation. 

● We ask that all delegates keep their cameras ON at all times, and their 
microphones OFF (unless they are speaking) to eliminate background noise.

● When the committee enters a break, delegates should stay on the call, 
turning their cameras and microphones off or staying to chat informally. 
Delegates should only leave the call after the conference day is over. 



Technology - Virtual Background

● At BCNMUN we ask that delegates use a virtual background during 
conference calls. 

● Prior to the conference, delegates should have received an email with their 
virtual background. Take a screenshot of this and save it to your computer. 

● When you click on the link to join the google meet, it should bring you to a 
page with a preview of your computer camera and a “join meet” button.  

● Before clicking that join meet button, click on the star button on the bottom 
right hand corner of your computer camera preview. This should bring up a 
menu where you can chose a virtual background. Click on the + button and 
upload the screenshot from your computer. 



Technology - Google Meets Features

Feature How to access it When to use it

Raise Hand On the bottom center of your screen, 
there should be a button that has a 
picture of a hand on it. 

When you want to raise 
your placard

Poll On the bottom left corner of your screen, 
there is an icon that has a circle, square, 
and a triangle. Click on this to bring up a 
side bar,  and then click on “polls”. 

To vote during voting 
procedures

Breakout Room Click on the same icon with the shapes to 
bring up the side bar. This time, click on 
the “breakout rooms” section of the side 
bar. 

To lobby with other 
delegates within a topic 
meet



Links

● Here is our conference schedule. 
● To access our conference website, click here. 

○ This is where approved resolutions will be posted after the first day of the conference!
● During the conference, if you have any questions or concerns regarding 

technology, either send an email to bcnmun@gmail.com or join the Google 
Meet provided at the beginning of the conference with our USG of Admin!

● Have any questions, comments, or concerns? Write to BCNMUN at 
bcnmun@asbarcelona.com. 

https://www.bcnmun.com/copy-of-schedule
https://www.bcnmun.com/
mailto:bcnmun@gmail.com
mailto:bcnmun@asbarcelona.com

